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Minutes of ECB’s April meeting confirm
rate cut intentions for June
The just-released minutes of the European Central Bank's April
meeting confirm that the Bank will start cutting rates at the June
meeting, barring any major surprises over the next four weeks

ECB President Christine Lagarde had been somewhat more cautious in her communication at the
April meeting but today’s minutes are very clear: the Bank intends to cut rates at the June
meeting. The just-released minutes of last month's meeting confirm both an increased confidence
that inflation is on track back to 2% as well as a clear acknowledgement of the potential risks. As a
result, any rate-cutting cycle will be slow and muted. However, for now, it is very obvious. If the
June staff projections confirm that inflation is on track to drop below 2% in the second half of
2025, a rate cut is a done deal.

Here are some of the most relevant phrases from the minutes:

Preparing the June cut. “If the Governing Council’s updated assessment of the inflation
outlook, the dynamics of underlying inflation and the strength of monetary policy
transmission were to further increase its confidence that inflation was converging to target
in a sustained manner, it would be appropriate to reduce the current level of monetary
policy restriction.”
The US matters. “Spillovers from the United States through a sustained exchange rate
effect would likely slow the disinflationary process in the euro area.” 
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New confidence in own forecasting qualities. “With regard to the euro area economy,
members widely agreed that latest information broadly vindicated the growth and inflation
outlooks entailed in the March 2024 staff projections. This indicated that the forecasting
ability of the quarterly projection exercises had been restored.”
It's all about wages. “There was broad agreement that services inflation and the role of
wages remained key issues for the inflation outlook.”
ECB code language for a June rate cut. “It was seen as plausible that the Governing Council
would be in a position to start easing monetary policy restriction at the June meeting if
additional evidence received by then confirmed the medium-term inflation outlook
embedded in the March projections.” 
Some ECB members didn’t want to wait. “A few members felt sufficiently confident that
the three elements of the Governing Council’s reaction function gave grounds for a
reduction in the policy rates already at the present meeting.”

Can there be divergence between the ECB and Fed?
While the ECB acknowledged that US inflation and the Federal Reserve's decisions matter, at least
for the exchange rate, we think that the ECB is still not paying enough attention to underlying
developments in the US. In fact, we get a lot of questions about whether the ECB really could start
cutting rates before the Fed. Sure, it can, at least in theory. In reality, however, ECB monetary
policy has broadly followed that of the Fed over the last 25 years, albeit with different time lags
and with the exception of the years following the euro crisis. On the rare occasions it hasn't, it's
later been seen as a misstep. Think of the rate cuts in 1999 when the Fed had already started
hiking. Or the even more infamous rate hike in 2008 to prevent feared second-round effects from
higher German wages; the Fed was already fighting the financial crisis with aggressive rate cuts.
And then there was 2011, when the ECB under President Jean-Claude Trichet hiked rates,
assuming the euro crisis was over, while the Fed kept theirs at record lows to support the
economy. Six months later, the new ECB President Mario Draghi had to undo it all and started
cutting as the eurozone economy was mired in recession. 

Over the last two years, inflation developments in both the US and the eurozone have been very
similar. Recently, energy prices and transportation costs have come down, while both the US and
the eurozone are experiencing strong labour markets and worker shortages. It is exactly these
strong markets which seem to be fuelling the risk of reflation. So when the ECB almost certainly
cuts rates in June, with the Fed most likely waiting until September, it'd be the first time since the
start of the monetary union that the ECB would be in the lead. There's nothing wrong with that, of
course. But given that US inflation has also led eurozone inflation over the past few years, the
Europeans would be well-advised not to categorically reject tentative signs of reflation across the
pond. It's not about copying the US but rather understanding the inflation mechanisms over there. 

Rate cut in June looks like done deal but room for more remains
very limited
Despite initial signs of possible reflation in the eurozone, a rate cut at the European Central
Bank's June meeting still looks like a done deal. The fact that some ECB members already wanted
to cut at the April meeting, as well as the communication by almost all ECB speakers since the
April meeting, make it almost impossible for the ECB not to cut. However, looking beyond June, the
path for the Bank is anything but clear. The risk of reflation has clearly increased. Not only has US
inflation been a good leading indicator for eurozone inflation over the last two years and is
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currently on an upward trend again, but there are also other factors closer to home pointing to
new inflationary risks. The cyclical rebound in economic activity as well as higher oil prices and a
weaker euro exchange rate could easily push the ECB’s own inflation projections for 2025 above
2% again. A longer substantial rate cut cycle will only materialise if inflation quickly returns to 2%.
Any signs of reflation and also stronger economic activity would limit the ECB’s room for
manoeuvre. 
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